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1. Disclaimer and Warning

JOYANCE products are NOT toys and not suitable for children under the age of 18. Adults should
keep the product out of the reach of children and do NOT operate this aircraft in the presence of
children. The operator must have some flight experience. People who do not have any
experience are not being suggested flying. Flying after the training of JOYANCE is recommended.

DO NOT drop, launch, fire or project any dangerous payload on or at any buildings, persons or
animals, or which could cause personal injury or property damage. DO NOT use the products for
any reason other than general personal use. DO NOT use it for any illegal or inappropriate
purpose (such as spying, military operations, or unauthorized investigations). DO NOT use this
product to violate the right of privacy and private property of others.

JOYANCE product is a multirotor flying platform intended for agriculture applications in farmland,
woodland, orchards, etc. It offers easy flight when in good working order. Do not use it to do
other functions, if you change parts of JOYANCE drone, we are not responsible.

The information in this document affects your safety and your legal rights and responsibilities.
Read this entire document carefully to ensure proper configuration before use. Failure to read
and follow the instructions and warnings in this document may result in product loss, serious
injury to you, or damage to your aircraft. By using the products, you hereby signify that you have
read this disclaimer carefully and that understand and agree to abide by the terms and conditions
herein. You agree that you are solely responsible for your own conduct while using the products,
and for any consequences thereof. You agree to use the products only for purpose that are
proper and in accordance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations JOYANCE has made and
may make available.

JOYANCE accepts no liability for damage, injury or any legal responsibility incurred directly or
indirectly from the use of the products if users do not obey the instructions and warnings. The
user shall observe safe and lawful practices including, but not limited to, those set forth in these
safety guidelines.

JOYANCE is a trademark of SHANDONG JOYANCE INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
（ abbreviated as “JOYANCE”） and its affiliated companies. Names of products, brands, etc.,
appearing in this document are trademarks or registered of their respective owner companies.

JOYANCE reserves the right to update this disclaimer.
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2. Using This Manual

2.1. Before You Begin
Check all of the included parts listed on the table in the box and read the operating manual.
Make sure you fully understand the functionality of each individual part, the flight condition
requirements, the key contingency warning functions/systems, and all government regulations
before each flight. If you have any question or problems during the assembly, maintenance or use
of this product, please contact JOYANCE or JOYANCE authorized dealer.

2.2. Before Flight

(1) Pre-flight checklist (refer to individual Pre-flight checklist)

a. Remote controller and aircraft batteries are fully charged.
b. Every part is in good condition.
c. Propellers are in good condition and been unfolded. Frame arms are unfolded and the screws

are firmly tightened.
d. There is nothing obstructing the motors. You can test the motors on the ground to see if they

are running in right direction.
e. Spraying system is without any blockage and works properly.
f. Calibrate Compass(GPS) and accelerometer (IMU) before first flight, after long way

transportation/crash/big vibration, and calibrate GPS again at new flight location 5km away.

(2) Pesticide Usage
a. Pesticides are poisonous and can pose serious risks to human safety. Use them in strict

accordance with their specifications.
b. Residue on the equipment caused by splashes or spills when pouring and mixing the pesticide

can irritate your skin. Be sure to clean the aircraft after mixing
c. Use clean water to mix the pesticide to avoid blocking the strainer. Clear any blockages before

using the aircraft.
d. Wear protective clothing to prevent direct body contact with the pesticide. Always rinse your

hands and skin after handling pesticides. Clean the aircraft and remote controller after
applying the pesticide

e. Effective use of pesticides relies on pesticide density, spray rate, spray distance, aircraft speed,
wind speed and wind direction. Consider all factors when using pesticides, but NEVER
compromise the safety of people, animals and the environment in doing so

f. DO NOT contaminate rivers and sources of drinking water.

(3) Operation
a. Stay away from the rotating propellers and motors.
b. The takeoff weight must not exceed Max. take off weight
c. Maintain line of sight of your aircraft at all times.
d. NEVER stop the motors mid-flight.
e. DO NOT answer incoming calls during flight. DO NOT fly under the influence of alcohols or
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drugs.
f. In the instance of a Low Battery Warning, land the aircraft at a safe location.
g. During the Return-to-Home procedure, if there is obstacle on the way, switch “SA” top and

manually control drone avoid it with RC.
h. Always keep your hands on the remote controller so long as the motor is still spinning.

Turning on remote controller before powering on the aircraft.
Power off the aircraft before turning off the remote controller after landing.

(4) Maintenance and Upkeep
a. DO NOT use aged, chipped or broken propellers.
b. Remove or empty the spray tank during transportation or when not in use to avoid damaging
the landing gear.
c. Recommended storage temperature (empty spray tank): between -20° and 40° C.
d. Clean the aircraft immediately with clean water after spraying.
e. Inspect the aircraft every 100 flights or after flying for over 20 hours.
f. DO NOT over-charge or dis-charge the batteries.
g. For more maintenance guidelines, refer to the following document.

(5) Environment
a. Always fly at locations that are clear of crowds, cars, building and other obstacles.
b. Be very careful when flying over 2,000 m above sea level.
c. Fly in moderate weather conditions with temperatures between 0° to 40° C.

(6) Observe Local Laws and Regulations
a Do not fly in the No Fly Zones, must comply with local laws and regulations.
b Fly in open areas and control flight height below 50 m, maintain lines of sight. Calibrate GPS

before flight and fly with strong GPS signal.

c. Avoid flying over or near obstacles, crowds, high voltage power lines, airports, mines or bodies
of water. Do not fly near strong electromagnetic sources such as power lines and base
stations as it may affect on magnetic compass.
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d. Do not fly in adverse weather conditions such as rain (precipitation rate exceeding 25mm in 12
hours), wind speeds exceeding 8m/s, fog, snow, and lightning.

e. Stay away from working propellers
and motors, otherwise it may
cause serious injuries
to people and property

3. Aircraft

3.1. Profile

The Joyance drone is a battery-powered multirotor aircraft designed for agricultural applications
in variety of environments and terrains, including terraces, fields, forests and orchards. It is
dust-proof, water-proof and made of anti-corrosive materials.
The drones also include industry-leading flight control system and three operation modes:
attitude,GPS and AB point, can spray in various terrain.
The remote controller features a range of controls for navigation, flight and spraying. While the
drone does all the hard work in the fields, you keep full control over it in the palm of your hands.

3.2. Aircraft Body
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A. Propeller
B. Motor
C. Motor mount
D. Release valve of nozzle
E. Spraying nozzle
F. Hose
G. Frame arms
H. GPS
I. GPS stand

3.3. Remote Controller
3.3.1. Profile
Remote controller is Datalink 32 and the maximum transmission distance is 1.5 km.
The aircraft remote control system operates at 2.4 GHz- 2.483 GHz. The remote controller
features a number of spraying system control functions to help complete operations.

Datalink 32 Remote controller has inner datalink, can work with autonomous flying APP perfectly.
All data has been set up in advance before delivery, please do not change any data of RC. We are
not responsible for the results because of changing the remote controller data.
3.3.2. Introduction of buttons and switches

J. Folding joint
K. Aircraft body
L. Battery
M. Status LED indicator
N. Battery port
O. Water pump
P. Inject hole
Q. Water tank
R. Landing gear
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SA: Up-Normal
SB: Up-Close pump
SC: Up-ATT mode
SD: Up-Normal
S2: Pressed down- open electrostatic centrifugal nozzles

Pressed up-close electrostatic centrifugal nozzles
S3: Pressed down- Open terrain following radar

Pressed up- Close terrain following radar

Note: DO NOT change remote controller settings.

Middle-Return to break point
Middle-Auto spray (DCU)
Middle- GPS mode
Middle-Record A point

Down- RTH
Down-Manual spray
Down-AB line mode
Down- Record B point
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3.3.3. Charging
It can be charged with normal charger of phone. Connect to the 2A-5V to charge.
Built-in High Capacity Battery: 3.7V 3000mAh Lipo Battery
Working Current: 270mA
Duration: 10 hours
Charging Port: Micro USB port charging

3.4. Optional Accessory
3.4.1. FPV
a. FPV Profile

FPV is used to observe the situations ahead of the aircraft in real time. FPV include the fixed
camera, image transmission, 7’’ screen, sun shade, tripod. Image transmission frequency is 5.8
G, maximum transmission distance is 1.5 km (without obstacles).

b. Overview
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A. Fixed Camera
B. Image Transmission (transmitter)
C. Sun Shade
D. 7” screen
E. Tripod
F. Image Transmission (receiver)

c. Installation
Fixed camera and image transmission have been installed on the aircraft. Users need to install
the battery on the 7” screen, remove the connecting board from the tripod and install on the
7” screen, and then install the connecting board on the tripod, adjust the 7” screen’s angle,
and install sun shade.

d. Use
Connect battery to battery adapter cable; then turn on 7” screen switch. If the screen does not
display an image, search for the signal. Press the G signal search button vertically to pop up the
menu, and then press the G button down vertically to start the signal search. When clear
image appears, toggle G switch left, select YES, then wait for the menu disappears
automatically or toggle G switch upward, select EXIT.

G. Signal Search Button
H. Battery Adapter Cable
I. Battery Tape
J. Battery
K. Switch
L. Connecting Board
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e. Charging battery :
When the 7” screen battery voltage is lower than 11.1 V, charge the battery by B 3 charger. The
fully charged battery is 12.6 V. (Please buy an adapter in local market if the plug is not suitable).
Find the appropriate battery jack on the charger (3 s), connect the battery. The three lights will
turn from red to green after fully charged.
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3.4.2. Terrain following - MMW radar
a. Profile
The aircraft can achieve the fixed height above crops with the terrain following. It is used for the
real-time feedback of the relative height of the aircraft. The best fixed high range is 1-5 meters,
Effective fixed high range is 0.1-50 meters. Terrain follow function will fail if height is more than
effective fixed high range.
b. Overview:

c. Use
You can turn on or turn off the radar by the remote controller button S3. S3 pressed down is to
turn off the radar. S3 pressed up is to turn on the radar. Default is on.

d. NOTE:
Please turn off the radar when you spray high crops like corn, sugarcane, sorghum, and fruit
trees ( crops higher than 4.5 m). It will be dangerous because the crops will cover the ground,
the radar will sense the crops height, it will make the drone flying very unstable, can cause crash
if you do not turn off it.

Please use the terrain following function in the relative flat slope ( no more than 30º ). Do not
use it in very steep slope.
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3.4.3. Spreader drone JT 16L-2N1
a. Profile
The spreader & sprayer 2 in 1 drones can act as a normal sprayer drone, and also can act as a
seed spreader drone or fertilizer scattering drone, competent for seed spreading, feed
spreading, fertilizer scattering, etc.
The spreader can be taken down when you spray liquid chemicals. You will install it when you
spray seeds or fertilizers.

b. Overview

Note: Turn off MMW radar when spreading with the spreader plate.

4. Battery & Charger & Charging

4.1. Battery

Battery type Applicable models Battery Voltage

6S 12000mAh lipo JT 5L-404, JT6L-606, JT10L-606, 4.2V/cell, 25.2V full charged

6S 16000mAh lipo
JT10L-608, JT15L-606, JT15L-608,
JT15L-608PRO, JT16L-2N1,
Thermal Fogger Drone

4.2V/cell, 25.2V full charged

6S 22000mAh lipo
6s 24000mAh lipo

JT20L-606 4.2V/cell, 25.2V full charged

3S 3500mAh lipo Practice drone, FPV screen 4.2V/cell, 12.6V full charged

Spreader tank can be taken apart when you spray liquids.
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4.2. Charger

4.2.1. Single-way charger
1) Single-way charger overview

Charger type Applicable batteries

300W Single-way charger Apply to all 6S lipo batteries

2400W 4-way charger Apply to all 6S lipo batteries.

1200W 8-way charger Apply to all 6S lipo batteries

B3 charger Apply to 3S 3500mAh/5000mAh battery.
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A. Power source socket
B. Balanced charger socket
C. Negative pole socket (black)
D. Positive pole socket (red)
E. Balanced charger plug
F. Balanced charger connector
G. Positive pole wire connector (red)

2) Charging operation
a. Connect power source plug with A, then connect the power source connector with power

source (Please buy an adapter in local market if the plug is not suitable). Connect B with E,
then connect C with J, connect D with I.

b. Press “LiPo” button, the screen will show the charging settings, then press “-” or “+” button to
set the “CELLS” as “6S”, press “>” button to set the “MODE” as “CHARGE”, press “-” or “+”
button to set the “CURRENT” as “15.0A”.

H. Negative pole wire connector (black)
I. Positive pole wire plug (red)
J. Negative pole wire plug (black)
K. Battery positive pole connector (red)
L. Battery negative pole connector (black)
M. Battery balanced charger connector
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c. Connect M with F (6S pin), then connect L with H, connect K with G.
d. Long press “START” button to start charging. The battery fully charged voltage is 25.2V.

4.2.2. Four-way charger
1) 4-way charger overview
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A. Power switch
B. Positive and negative pole wire socket
C. Balanced charger socket
D. Balanced charger plug
E. Balanced charger connector
F. Positive and negative pole wire plug

2) Charging operation
a. Connect the power source connector with power source (Please buy an adapter in local market

if the plug is not suitable). Connect C with D, connect B with F. Turn on A.
b. The screen will show the charging settings, press “Current” button to set the current as “15A”,

press “Mode” button to set the mode as “Charge”.

c. Connect K with E (6S pin), then connect J with G, connect H with I.
d. Long press “Start/Stop” button to start charging. The batteries fully charged voltage is 25.2V.
e. Connect other 3 batteries in turn according to the same way. The 4 batteries can be charged

separately without any impact to each other.
f. During the charging, the battery being charged shows that the indicator light is always red;

when fully charged, the indicator light is always green.

4.2.3. Eight-way charger
1) 8-way charger overview

G. Negative pole wire connector (black)
H. Positive pole wire connector (red)
I. Battery positive pole connector (red)
J. Battery negative pole connector (black)
K. Battery balanced charger connector
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A. Power switch
B. Power source socket
C. Positive and negative pole wire socket
D. Balanced charger socket
E. Balanced charger plug
F. Balanced charger connector

2) Charging operation
a. Connect power source plug with B, then connect the power source connector with power

source. (Please buy an adapter in local market if the plug is not suitable). Connect D with E,
connect C with G, then connect the wires on the opposite side and connect other wires
according to the same way. Turn on A.

b. Set the Current as “15A”, set the Type as “LiPo”, set the mode as “Charge”.

G. Positive and negative pole wire plug
H. Negative pole wire connector (black)
I. Positive pole wire connector (red)
J. Battery positive pole connector (red)
K. Battery negative pole connector (black)
L. Battery balanced charger connector
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c. Connect L with F (6S pin), then connect K with H, connect J with I, then connect the battery on
the opposite side and connect other batteries according to the same way.

d. Long press “Start/Stop” button to start charging. The batteries fully charged voltage is 25.2V.
e. During the charging, the battery being charged shows that the indicator light is always red;

when fully charged, the indicator light is always green; while the battery waiting for charging,
the indicator light blinks green.

f. Conclusion: the charger can connect to 8 pcs batteries at the same time, charge 2 by 2 in 30
minutes. After full charged, it will stop charging automatically, has nanny function, can be used
for charging at night.

g. Note:
Never select the “LiHV” item to charge the battery.
Select the suitable charging current according to different batteries, do not charge the small
battery using the large current. Please select small charging current if the charging time is
enough. The recommendation parameters as below:

Do not use this charger to charge the small battery (such as 3500mah battery).

4.2.4. B3 charger
1) B3 charger overview

A. Power source socket
B. Battery socket
C. Battery plug

Maximum charging current Battery type
10A 12000mah
15A 16000mah
20A 22000mah
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2) Charging operation
Connect power source plug with A, then connect the power source connector with power
source (Please buy an adapter in local market if the plug is not suitable). Connect C with B (3S).
The three lights will turn from red to green after fully charged.

When the 7”screen battery voltage is lower than 11.1V, charge the battery by B3 charger. The
fully charged battery is 12.6V.

4.2.5. BB Buzzer
Battery buzzer, a small and light useful tool, detecting low voltage on individual cells and total
voltage. Please use it check the individual and whole battery voltage before take off, and keep it
connected to the batteries during whole flight process. If the individual cell voltage difference is
more than 0.2V, please don’t use the battery any more. If the battery total voltage is lower than
22.2V, please full charge it to 25.2V before use.
Connect to battery
For 6S battery: from 1S to 6S, black wire to 1S
For 3S battery: from 1S to 3S, black wire to 1S

Low voltage setting: Push the small button on side face until to 3.70V.

Default low voltage setting is 3.7V per cell, we have set it before delivery.
A loud alarm will sound if any individual cell drops to 3.7V, then please return the drone and land
in safe location, if it is too far away please land the drone in a safe location ASAP.
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4.3. Battery discharging

4.3.1. Single-way charger
Connect the power source and battery with the charger, press “LiPo” button, the screen will
show the charging settings, then press “-” or “+” button to set the “CELLS” as “6S”, press “>”
button to set the “MODE” as “DISCHARGE”, press “-” or “+” button to set the “CURRENT” as
“-1.0A”. Long press “START” button to start discharging.

4.3.2. Four-way charger
Connect the power source and batteries with the charger, turn on the charger, press “Current”
button to set the Current as the same with that when charging, press “Mode” button to set the
mode as “Storage”. Long press “Start/Stop” button to start discharging.

4.3.3. Eight-way charger
Connect the power source and batteries with the charger, turn on the charger, set the Current
as the same with that when charging, set the Type as “LiPo”, set the mode as “Storage”. Long
press “Start/Stop” button to start discharging.

During the discharging, if the battery voltage of per cell is lower than 3.85V, the charger will
charge the battery to 3.85V, if it is higher than 3.85V, the charger will discharge the battery to
3.85V.

5. Remote Controller Operation

5.1. Precautions Before First Flight

Please read the file “Precautions Before First Flight” carefully before first flight.

5.2. IMU Calibration
Calibrate “ACCELEROMETER” for the first time when received aircraft, after long way
transportation/crash or when it warns “please calibrate ACCELEROMETER”.

Calibration process: put the aircraft on a flat ground, power on drone, connect App to remote

controller, make sure App is connected. Click to start calibration, after 3

to 5 seconds to complete the calibration. Do not move the aircraft during whole calibration
process. In the calibration process, LED light blinks red, green and yellow alternatively. When it
changed to solid green for more than 3 seconds means calibrate successfully, it displays
“calibration is successful”.
Note: please don’t move the aircraft during whole calibration process.
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5.3. GPS Calibration
When you got the aircraft(s), please calibrate COMPASS (GPS) at first. When move to another
field 5km away, please calibrate GPS again. After crash, please calibrate GPS before fly again.
Calibration process:
1) Put the aircraft on a flat ground, turn on the remote controller, power on the aircraft;
2) Waiting for the aircraft self-check, after the self-check finished, continuously and quickly toggle

switch SC stick 5-10 times from top to bottom until the indicator light turns constant yellow;

3) Rotate the aircraft clockwise and horizontally about 360 degrees until the indicator light turns
constant green;

4) Put the aircraft head vertically downward (LED indicator upward), then rotate the aircraft
clockwise about 360 degrees until the indicator light blinks red and yellow and green
alternatively, the calibration finished.

5) After the calibration, power off the aircraft and then power on again, the aircraft can fly
normally.
6) Note: If the indicator light turns red all the time after the calibration, it indicates the calibration

failed and needs re-calibration. If the calibration failed many times, move the aircraft to
another place and try again During the calibration process please keep keys, cellphone, strong
magnetic goods away from the aircraft.

5.4. Manual flight
5.4.1. Flight Mode
(1) ATT Mode: No GPS assisted positioning. Used when the GPS signal is disturbed. This mode is
not recommended for novices.
(2) GPS Mode:Has strict requirement flight speed controlling. The aircraft uses GPS for
positioning. Users control the aircraft manually via remote controller.
(3) A &B point Mode: Aircraft performs linear autonomous flight between point A and point B.
5.4.2. Flight Operation
Power on
Turn on remote controller first, then plug in battery (batteries) in correct order.
Take off

①Please take off in GPS Mode.
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② Unlock. Push two sticks to bottom as shown below until motors start running at the same
time, then release back to central position. The motor will keep idle running speed.

③ Slowly push up the left stick, the aircraft takes off slowly. When aircraft rises to the altitude
which you want, release the stick back to middle position. The aircraft will be hovering in the air.

Spray Operation

(1) GPS mode

①Hold or toggle switch SC to GPS mode
② Control the left and right stick to fly the aircraft to the starting point of the work area.
Left and right stick Operation instruction as below table. (Mode 2 by default)
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Remote Controller (Mode 2) Aircraft（●indicates the head） Remarks

Vertical movement of the left stick controls the

aircraft’s elevation. Push up to ascend and press

down to descend. The more the stick is pushed

away from the central position, the faster the

aircraft will change elevation.

Horizontal movement of the left stick controls the

aircraft's heading (yaw). Move left to rotate the

aircraft anticlockwise and move right to rotate the

aircraft clockwise. The aircraft will hover in place if

the stick

is in the central position. The more the stick is

pushed away from the central position, the faster

the aircraft will rotate.
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Vertical movement of the right stick controls the

aircraft’s pitch. Push up to fly forwards and press

down to fly backwards. The aircraft will hover in

place if the stick is in the central

position. Move the stick further for a larger

pitch angle and faster flight.

Horizontal movement of the right stick controls the

aircraft’s roll. Move the stick left to fly left and right

to fly right. The aircraft will hover in place if the

stick is in the central position. Move the stick

further for a larger

roll angle and faster flight

Quick traverse key.

Move the dial LD to the left and right once and

release, the aircraft will fly to left and right with a

constant width. Please refer to the APP software

parameter settings for width parameter settings.

The description above is for the ATT mode too. (Apart from Quick traverse key dial LD)
③ Turn on spray system (Pump + Nozzle)
 High pressure nozzle.
 Toggle switch SB stick to middle or bottom position.

Top position – Turn off water pump.
Middle position – DCU Spray: The spray rate is automatically adjusted linearly with the fly
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speed of the aircraft. The faster the flight speed, the larger the spray flow rate, the slower
the flight speed, and the smaller the spray flow rate.

Bottom position – Manual spray: The spray system will spray at a constant spray rate.
Spray Rate (L/min)
 Electrostatic centrifugal nozzle.
 Press button S2 down to turn on electrostatic centrifugal nozzle.

 Toggle switch SB stick to middle or bottom position.
④ As shown in step (1) ② control aircraft to perform the spraying operation.
⑤ Operation Resumption in GPS mode.

The aircraft has intelligent memory. After refill and change batteries, the aircraft can resume
operation. The aircraft will keep hovering automatically and record break point when pesticide is
exhaust in GPS mode. At this time, the left and right sticks of the remote controller are invalid.
 Turn off the spraying system. Please refer to 2(1)③.
 Toggle switch SC to ATT mode then back to GPS mode. The left and right sticks of the

remote controller resume normal control.
 Control aircraft return and land, refill tank.
 Take off. Continue spray work.
 If you want to operate aircraft fly back to the break point, after taking off, toggle switch

SA to middle position, the aircraft will fly back to the break point automatically. After
arriving break point, toggle switch SA to top position, continue spray work.

(2) A & B point mode

①Hold or toggle switch SC to GPS mode
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②Clear A&B point: before take off, quickly toggle switch SD stick 5 to 10 times from top to
bottom until the LED light flash Red – Green – Yellow three times.

③ Take off and fly the aircraft to the starting point of the spray area. Turn on spraying system,
refer to 2(1)③.
④ Mark Point A: Operate the aircraft to fly to point A. Toggle switch SD to middle position. The
LED light flash yellow 2 seconds.
⑤ Mark Point B: Operate the aircraft to fly to point B. Toggle switch SD to bottom position.
The LED light flash green 2 seconds.
⑥ Toggle switch SC to bottom position, turn on A & B point mode.
⑦ Move the right stick left or right (must to the end) to choose the spray direction Area L or
Area R. The aircraft will fly autonomously at a constant speed and spray width following Area L/R.
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Area L Area R

 Speed and spray width setting. (Adjustable, refer to Page 32 Line shift width. Before
delivery has been set up optimal operation parameters, it is recommended that users
keep the default Settings.)

 During the A&B point operation, the flying height can be adjusted by vertically moving
left stick.

⑧ During the A&B point operation, toggle switch SC to GPS mode to exit the A&B point mode.
⑨ Avoid obstacles during the A&B point operation.

When the aircraft flies in front of the obstacle, promptly move the right stick to left or right and
hold like below picture A until the aircraft move to the edge of the obstacle. Then move right
stick vertically and hold it like picture B to move the aircraft crossing obstacles then release right
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stick to middle position. The aircraft will move back to the normal route and continue spraying
working automatically.

A B
⑩Operation Resumption in A&B point Mode.
 Applicable conditions: Low chemical protection & Battery low voltage warning.

 Low chemical protection: The low chemical protection default setting is Hovering
in APP(refer to Page 34). The aircraft will keep hovering automatically and record
break point when pesticide is exhaust. Toggle switch SC to GPS mode to exit the
A&B point mode.

 Low voltage warning: When the buzzer sounds a low voltage alarm or the voltage is
in second warning level (preset in App, refer to Page 34), Toggle switch SC to GPS
mode to exit A&B point mode, the aircraft will hover automatically and record
break point.

 Method 1: RTH return
 Turn off spraying system. Toggle switch SA stick to bottom position. The aircraft will

rise to Return Height – 5 meters by default setting, then return to the take off point
and land automatically. Return height can be adjusted in App. (Refer to Page 33)

 After the aircraft landing, promptly refill pesticide or replace full charged batteries.
Please make sure take off again within 30 min, otherwise, the system will cancel
the recorded break-point position.

 Toggle switch SA to top position, take off, toggle switch SC to bottom position,
the aircraft will fly back the recorded break point, adjust spray height with left
throttle stick and turn on spraying system, the aircraft will continue A&B point
spraying work automatically .

 If need clear the recording break point, follow step 2 (2)②。

 Method 2: Manual return
 Turn off spraying system. Manually control the aircraft return and land.
 Promptly refill pesticide or replace full charged batteries.
 Take off, toggle switch SC to bottom position, the aircraft will fly to the recorded

break point, adjust height and turn on spraying system, the aircraft will continue
A&B point spraying work automatically .

Landing
（1） Manually landing via RC
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①Please land the aircraft in GPS Mode
② Pull the left stick down slowly below middle position and hold. The aircraft will land slowly

by itself. Remember DO NOT to pull down directly to the lowest position, otherwise, the aircraft
will lose power and fall.

③ After the aircraft land, pull the left stick downward to the lowest position. Motor stop
running.

④ Lock RC. Push two sticks to bottom as below picture.

(2) RTH – One key return and landing
① Toggle switch SA stick - RTH key to bottom position. The aircraft will rise to Return Height – 5

meters by default setting, then return to the take off point and landing automatically.
② Lock RC.
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6. App Operation

6.1. Download and Install App
Download and install App on Android phone or tablet. The phone must have OTG function, and
keep it open, otherwise can not be connected.
Scan the QR code to install App or download from link
http://www.joyancetech.com/uploads/download/app.zip

6.2. LOG IN
Open App and click “no log in” or register and login.

http://www.joyancetech.com/uploads/download/app.zip
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6.3. Profile

6.4. App setting

Click to open the settings interface (Keep all the settings as default)

If you need change some settings, must “read” first and save after make change.
⑴ RC Default Setting
Fail-Safe And Stick Mode: default setting is “automatic return”, don’t change it.
Mode 1, don’t change it.
Out of control continue: close. Don’t change it.
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RC channel: used for RC calibration, already calibrated in factory.

⑵ Sensor (keep as default)
Calibrate “ACCELEROMETER” for the first time when received drone or when it warn “please
calibrate ACCELEROMETER ”. (Page 20 )
Calibrate COMPASS (GPS) at the first time, and calibrate it again 5km away.
Please refer to GPS calibration (Page 21)
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⑶ Flight Parameters (keep as default)
GPS mode Speed: max speed is 6m/s as default, don’t change it.
Return to home: back height is 5m as default, can be changed according to real situation, max
30m.
AB Mode:
Line shift width: keep default settings. The setting is different for each model of drone.
JT6L-606 & JT10L-606: 3.5M as default
JT10L-608 & JT15L-606: 4.5M as default
JT15L-608 & JT20L-606: 5.5M as default
JT15L-608Pro: 6M as default
If you want to adjust “swath” when program flight routes, please change the setting of

first, make sure the data are same, otherwise, the drone will not execute

the routes.
Drone/Aircraft Speed: 6M/s, recommend keep default.
Task Mode: Drone/Aircraft Speed is 6m/s, recommend keep default.
U Corner on:
For JT6L-606, JT10L-606, JT15L-606, JT16L-2 IN 1, JT20L-606 it is on.
For JT10L-608, JT15L-608, JT15L-608Pro it is off, don’t turn it on.

⑷ Battery
Voltage warning second level
Off as default, not allowed to change.
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(4)Low voltage warning
Voltage warning second level is off as default, can change to return according to the situation.
1st level: for one battery drone, 22.5V; two battery drone, 44V
2nd level: for one battery drone, 21.7V; two battery drone, 43V
Voltage Calibration
 Test real voltage with BB buzzer/voltage tester
 For two battery drone, need test 2 batteries and calculate the total value
 Click “Read”
 Fill in the real value
 Click “save”, it will calibrate voltage automatically and display “successful”.

⑸ Spray Setting
Low chemical protection: default setting is hovering, when the tank is empty, the drone will
hover. Can change to Off, Return, Hovering-Land(not recommend)
Spraying Settings: already set in factory, can be adjusted as following steps.
 Click “Read”
 Spray control open
 Input a number between 5~10L in “Calibration”, click “calibration”
 Fill in water (same amount as the “calibration” number), take off drone and spray in

autonomous mode (the planned area should be bigger than expected coverage). When
liquid finished the drone will hover. There is notice on left top on App “calibration is
successful”

 Open App setting again. Click “Read”, input a number between 0.8~1.1L/亩 （acre） in
“spray_vol_unit”

 Click “Save”
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⑹ Additional (keep as default)
Radar Sensitivity: Middle as default, don’t change it. The other settings keep default.
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⑺ RTK
Only when RTK is installed. RTK can not be used abroad at present.

⑻ About (Keep as default)
Map Type: change to “Google” as below pictures.
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Coordinates: If the GPS location is not correct, open “coordinates”.
Voice: off as default, please turn it on
Unlock key:Must off, otherwise the remote controller can not unlock normally.
Vibration: Keep off as default
Voltage Display: Off, keep default.
Flow display: on as default, turn it off and on again, text in the tank capacity and restart App.
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6.5. Operation Process
Step 1: Connect the cell phone/tablet to the RC with USB cable and OTG cable.

(1) Please find the USB cable and OTG cable (white) in the RC package or tool box.
(2) We provide two types OTG cables, one with micro USB plug and another with the type C plug.
(3) Connect the USB cable to “A-USB” of the RC.
(4) Connect the OTG cable to the USB cable and cell phone.

Step 2: Open the OTG function of your cellphone

Step 3: Open App and click “no log in”.

Step 4: Click , select “USB” connect type then click “OK”.
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If failed to connected, please try more times. If connected successfully, shows as below picture.

Step 5: Click to find the current location of cellphone and the aircraft

Step 6: Plan Flight Routes
There are three methods to plan flight routes: Map Point, Dot Equip, Drone Point
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6.5.1. Map point

(1) Click and display below picture

(2) Click “new”, and text the block name

(3) Click “OK” and display below picture

(4) Click “Map Point”, display below picture
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(5) Click “add area”, and mark points on the map to program flight routes: click on the pay to
select as many as waypoints, click “undo waypoint” can delete the last waypoint, hold the
waypoint can move the location, if necessary, click “add obstacles” to add obstacles.

(6) Click “Make” and display below picture

Adjust Route includes: swath, obstacle gap, target gap and offset. Recommend keep default
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setting. If need change swath, please refer to Line shift width on Page 34.

(7) Click “Save” to save the flight routes for future use or click “Task” to start the task.
If click “Task” directly without save, need plan flight routes again next time.

Note: “S” means start point, “F” means final point.
Click one waypoint as start point, click the adjacent waypoint to decide which side to fly along,
display below pictures:

We suggest to select points with the shortest distance as the start point and second point, save
battery power.
6.5.2. Dot Equip
(1) Connect the waypoint making device to the cellphone
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(2) Click “connect” icon and select “GPS DOT” connect type then click “OK”.

⑶ Click make new flight routes as (1) (2) (3) steps of Map Point, display below picture.

(4) Click “Dot Equip”, display below picture
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(5) Click “add area”, take the device and the cellphone to suitable location, click common, it will
save your current GPS location as a waypoint on the map of App, select as many as waypoints in
this way.

(6) After you finish to plan the flight routes, click “Make” and display below picture

(7) Click “Save” to save the flight routes for future use or click “Task” to start the task.

6.5.3. Drone Point
(1) Turn on RC, Power on the aircraft and open the App.

(2) Click and display below picture
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⑶ Click “new”, text the block name, click “OK”, then click “Drone Point”, display below picture

(4) Click “add area”, fly the aircraft to the suitable location, click “common”, it will save your
current GPS location as a waypoint on the map of App.

(5) After you finish to plan the flight routes, click “Make” and display below picture
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(6) Click “Save” to save the flight routes for next use or click “Task” to start the task.
Step 6: Upload and execute flight routes
(1) Click “task” and “send mission” as below picture.

(2) Click and slide to the right off.

(3) The aircraft will hover after take off, click “start task”, slide to the right execute.
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(4) The aircraft will fly to the start waypoint to execute the flight routes.

(5) When the tank is empty or low battery voltage, there will be warning on the left top of the
App

（6）Click “Pause Task” and , slide to the right back, the aircraft will return home

automatically.
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(7) After refill and change batteries, click and slide to the right off

(8) The aircraft will hover after take off, click “start task”, slide to the right execute.
(9) The aircraft will fly back to the break point to continue spraying.

(10) After finish the routes, the aircraft will hover in the air. Fly aircraft back manually by RC or
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automatically by click on App.

6.6. Update
Joyance keeps updating the firmware and software, we will inform you once the new version
released, please do not update the software without JOYANCE permission.

7. Maintenance and Upkeep

To ensure flight safety and optimal performance, performing comprehensive and regular
maintenance is recommended. This manual is intended to help users maintain their aircraft as
well as possible and maximize reliability. Please note that the most effective way to extend the
longevity of your aircraft is to inspect your aircraft before and after each flight to check for lodged
objects and damaged parts and arrange repair if necessary.

We recommend conducting a pro flight checklist each time you use the aircraft as outlined below.

7.1. Post-Flight Checklist
7.1.1. Cleaning aircraft after finish spraying
1) Clean the aircraft immediately after finish spraying. Keep the drone away from sand and water,
and wipe them down if they’ve been exposed to sand or water.
Please note: Use a soft brush or wet/dry towel to clean the aircraft. DO NOT rinse the aircraft
with liquids.
2) Batteries: Check that the connectors between the batteries and aircraft are dry. Dry the
aircraft and batteries with a towel before storage.
3) FPV camera and terrain following radar: Check that the camera and terrain following radar are
dry.
4) Aircraft arms: Ensure that the arms and folding joints are dry before unlocking and folding. In
cases where small objects like sand become lodged in the connector or arm, use a compressed
air duster to remove these objects.
5) Remote controller: Ensure the remote controller are clean. Check that each stick, switch and
button are working properly. In cases where small objects like sand become lodged in the stick or
switch, use a compressed air duster to remove these objects.
6) Clean spray system; Fill the spray tank with clean water, open pump to spray water through
nozzle until the tank is empty. Avoid residual pesticide blockage and damage to the spray system.
7) Clean spreader system; clean the residue inside the spreader tank and spreader. Using dry
compressed air and a clean soft dry towel is recommended. DO NOT rinse with liquids.

7.1.2. Checking for worn and loose parts
1) Motors: Detach the propellers and start the motors. Listen carefully to see if there is any

abnormal noise, please replace the motors.
2) Propellers: Check that the propellers have no crack, replace new propellers if damaged. Check
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the propeller base screws are tightened.
3) Screws: Check all the screws on the aircraft are tightened.
4) Ensure that the folding joint can be connected/disconnected smoothly.
5) Check the following parts for signs of wearing: wires, hoses, propellers, landing legs and

motors. If these parts seem worn or damaged, please replace them.

7.2. Updating Apps and Firmware
Make sure you are using the latest firmware and App when flying Joyance Series drone:

1) Contact Joyance to check the latest firmware version:
Email: info@joyancetech.com
2) Joyance app download link:
http://www.joyancetech.com

7.3. LED Status description

LED STATUS DESCRIPTION

Indication of Flying Mode Status Indicator Priority Level

Attitude(ATT-STA, ATT-ALT) green indicator blinks once Low

GPS mode (angle, speed) green indicator blinks twice Low

Function mode (circling, patrol and
agriculture etc.) green indicator blinks three times Low

Start of intelligence direction green indicator blinks four times Low

Self-driving mode(ground station
control, return-to-home ) green indicator blinks quickly Medium

Indication of GPS Status Indicator Priority Level

Disconnection of GPS or GPS didn’t
receive the satellite red indicator blinks three times Low

Poor GPS signal red indicator blinks twice Low

Ordinary GPS signal red indicator blinks once Low

Strong GPS signal No blink of red indicator Low

RTK positioning yellow indicator blinks once /

Indication of Low Voltage Alarm Status Indicator Priority Level

Level one alarm yellow indicator blinks three times Low

Level two alarm yellow indicator blinks quickly High

Indication double-faced of calibration Status Indicator Priority Level

Horizontal calibration Yellow indicator is solid on Medium
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Vertical calibration Green indicator is solid on Medium

Calibration failure Red indicator is solid on Medium

Calibration success
Alternating blink among red, green and yellow
indicators /

Indication of spherical calibration Status Indicator Priority Level

Being calibrated

Alternating blink among red, green and yellow

indicators Medium

Calibration success The indicator returns to normal Medium

Indication of accelerometer
Calibration Status Indicator Priority Level

Being calibrated

Alternating blink among red, green and yellow

indicators Medium

Calibration success The green indicator is solid on Medium

Indication of Abnormal status Status Indicator Priority Level

Lost control controller of remote
controller Quick blink of red indicator High

Compass is disturbed/ abnormal
Alternating indicators blink between green and
yellow High

GPS loses the signal

Alternating blink between green and red

indicators High

IMU vibration is too

fierce/ abnormal

Alternating blink between red and yellow

indicators High

Indication of other Status Status Indicator Priority Level

Initialization of power up

Alternating blink among red, green and yellow

indicators High

Unlock

Alternating blink among red, green and yellow

indicators High

Unlock failure Red indicator is normally on High

7.4. Basic Maintenance
1) Spraying system
If the nozzle can not spray normally, please inspect if there is air inside of the hose, release air
from nozzle, pump can solve the problem.
Inspect the tank & pump inlet/outlet if stuck.
Inspect if pump ESC is burned. If ESC signal cable is connected incorrect pump will have beep
sound.
Inspect if centrifugal nozzle ESC is burned. If signal cable is connected incorrect centrifugal nozzle
will beep.
2)Drone flight is not stable
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Inspect all the spare parts are in good condition and connected well, all the screws are fastened.
Calibrate IMU
3) Remote controller warn “Please relink”
Inspect the remote controller receiver is red light or green light. If it is red light, please relink it as
maintenance manual.
4) Remote Controller can not unlock
Ensure all the sticks are in correct position
Calibrate IMU
Calibrate remote controller sticks
Inspect remote controller settings if changed carelessly: RC channel and Reverse
5) Remote Controller warn “throttle not idle”
Pull throttle stick to bottom
6) GPS Calibration Failure
Ensure there is no magnetic influence in the environment
Move SC stick fast and continuously until LED turns correct color
Change place and calibrate again
7) App Disconnected
Ensure using Android cellphone/tablet with OTG function and OTG in turned on
Inspect the USB cable and OTG cable connections are correct
Change cellphone/tablet and try again
8) Replacement & Calibrations After Crash
Inspect the motor running direction, if wrong change any 2 of the 3 ESC signal wires until the
running is correct.
If the motor/centrifugal nozzle/pump have beep sound, inspect the ESC of them if burned or
disconnected or connected in wrong order. Change any 2 of the 3 wires connection order until
there is no beep sound.
If changed ESC or motor, calibrate ESC (FOC power system no need calibrate ESC)
Calibrate IMU and GPS before fly again
9) Digital Fence
There is a red circle, the aircraft can only fly within it. Default height is 30m, radius is 300m. If you
want to fly far need change the settings on Assistant.

7.5. Technical support
Please contact Joyance Tech to get technical support
Email: info@joyancetech.com
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山东兆源智能科技有限公司

Shandong Joyance Intelligence Technology Co., Ltd.
Add: 3/F, 3/Bldg, 13426 Yuqing Str, Weifang, Shandong 261061, China

Tel: +86-536-8648566
Website: http://www.joyance.tech

E-mail: sales@joyance.tech
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